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Abstract. We present a novel wearable system for robot navigation. In
this system, a user can operate multiple robots in a very intuitive way:
the user gazes at a robot and then gazes at its destination on the ﬂoor.
As this system needs no equipment in the environment, the user can
apply it anywhere on a ﬂat ﬂoor with only the wearable system. In this
paper, we show how to estimate the positions and orientations of the
robots and the gazed position. We also describe implementation of the
robot navigation system.

1

Introduction

In recent years, a variety of robot systems have been developed. They are becoming more intelligent and are coming into our daily lives. There are a now
numerous robot systems, and they provide a variety of functions. Among these
we focus here on the function that the robot can move to a position speciﬁed by
the user because this is a fundamental and very important function; whatever
tasks it is to perform, we ﬁrst have to navigate it to the correct position for the
work. To be able to do this, we have to express the positional information and
convey it to the robot.
There are many ways to express position in the real world. Nowadays the most
popular way is by hand operation devices. However, when more and more robots
come into our daily lives and need to be controlled more often, operation by such
devices is inconvenient because we are forced to carry them continuously. If we
would like to operate robots often and easily, more intuitive ways are required.
Voice recognition is one type of intuitive operation. However, operation by
voice is not appropriate for robot navigation because positions in the real world
are usually very hard to specify by verbal information, especially on a ﬂoor
without enough landmarks.
Another way, ﬁnger pointing [1,2,3,4], which is representative of gesture
recognition approaches [5], is good for robot navigation. We can indicate positions or directions in the real world intuitively and simply. However, we cannot
navigate the robot while simultaneously doing another manual task. Moreover,
it is not the simplest way, because before making these gestures we inevitably
gaze at the speciﬁed position. Considering this, gazing, which is another type of
gesture, should be the most intuitive and simple way to specify positions in the
real world.
F. Kishino et al. (Eds.): ICEC 2005, LNCS 3711, pp. 256–267, 2005.
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Therefore, we focus on the user’s gaze information. In this paper, we describe
a novel wearable system to navigate multiple robots on a ﬂoor, based on a
position speciﬁcation method incorporating gaze information. In this system, the
user can select a robot and specify its destination merely by gazing. Every robot
has a 2D square marker on it. The system detects the marker by a camera worn
by the user, and then estimates the position and orientation of the robot and
the gazed position on the ﬂoor. We note that the system has also the advantage
that it can be used anywhere on the ﬂoor, because it needs only information
obtained from a devices worn by the user. This means that the system needs no
equipment in the environment around the user, such as cameras placed in the
environment to detect the positions of users and robots [6,7].

2

System Configuration

The conﬁguration of the system is shown in Figure 1. It contains mobile robots,
a PC and a headset.
The headset worn by the user is shown in Figure 2. It consists of an eyetracker, a microphone and a small display. The eye-tracker includes a camera
and an infrared sensor that detects the user’s eye direction. With the eye-tracker,
we can obtain the view image of the camera as well as the direction the user
gazes at on the image in real time. Its mechanism and calibration methods are
described in Section 3.2. The microphone is used to control the timing of the
operation and to accept the user’s commands. The display is for checking the
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estimated results and the current state of the system. It shows the user’s view
image captured by the camera with virtually annotated objects.1
The headset is connected to the PC, which processes information from the
eye-tracker and the microphone and estimates the positions and orientations
of the robots and the gazed position. Based on the estimated results, the
PC sends operation messages to the robots. As both the PC and the mobile
robots have wireless LAN interfaces, the messages are sent through a wireless
network.

3

Preprocessing for Proposed System

We have to conﬁgure the camera, the eye-tracker and the robots before the
operation. This conﬁguration needs to be done only once before the ﬁrst use of
the system.
3.1

Camera Intrinsic Calibration

When we use camera images to understand 3D geometry of the scenes precisely,
we have to calibrate the camera. From the calibration, we can obtain the distortion factors (k1 , k2 , p1 , p2 ) and the intrinsic parameter matrix A. The distortion
factors distort the camera images by the following equation:
1

For a suitable display device, we suppose a desirable optical see-through headmounted display (HMD) that covers the user’s sight and can display virtual 3D
objects onto the scene as if they were situated in the real world. However, in our
current implementation, we utilize such a small display instead of the desirable HMD.
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X̃ = X + (k1 r2 + k2 r4 ) + (2p1 XY + p2 (r2 + 2X 2 )),

(1)

Ỹ = Y + (k1 r2 + k2 r4 ) + (2p1 XY + p2 (r2 + 2Y 2 )),

(2)

where (X, Y ) is an undistorted image coordinate, and (X̃, Ỹ ) is a real distorted
image captured by the camera, while r2 = X 2 + Y 2 . When these distortion
factors are obtained, we can inversely obtain the undistorted image (X, Y ) from
the distorted image (X̃, Ỹ ) from the camera. The intrinsic parameter matrix A
translates a 3D camera coordinate (xc , yc , zc ) into a 2D image coordinate (X, Y )
by the following equation:
⎛ ⎞
⎛
⎞
xc
λX
⎜ yc ⎟
⎝ λY ⎠ = A ⎜ ⎟ ,
(3)
⎝ zc ⎠
λ
1
⎛
⎞
f X 0 cX 0
A = ⎝ 0 f Y cY 0 ⎠ ,
0 0 1 0
where λ is a scale factor, (cX , cY ) is a coordinate of the principal point of the
image, and fX , fX are the focal lengths by the X and Y axes.
3.2

Eye-Tracker Calibration

To measure the user’s eye direction, we used an EMR-8 eyemark recorder (NAC
Inc.), in which the corneal reﬂection-pupil center method is adopted. In this
method, infrared ray is emitted to the eye and its reﬂection is captured by the
image sensor. A sample of the captured image is shown in Figure 3, and from
the image, positions of the pupil center and the center of corneal reﬂection is
detected as shown in Figure 4. Since the shape of the eye is not spherical as
shown in Figure 5, the relative positions of the pupil center and the center
of corneal reﬂection are changed according to the eye direction. By using this
characteristic, the eye-tracker obtains the eye direction (u, v) in real time.
Next, to overlay the points representing the view directions onto the image
observed by the view camera, correspondence between the view direction and the
2D image coordinates is needed. In the EMR-8, this correspondence is directly
computed because it is diﬃcult to obtain the relative geometric conﬁguration
of the camera and the eyeballs. To calculate the correspondence, a ﬂat plane in
the environment (e.g., a wall) is used. While the user looks toward the wall, the
view camera also observes the wall. Note that the wall has to be perpendicular
to the view axis of the camera. Nine points are superimposed on the observed
image by the EMR-8. Their positions in the 2D image coordinates (Xi , Yi ) (i =
0, · · · , 8) are known. All the points are then projected onto the wall in the real
environment, for example by a laser pointer, and the user gazes at each projected
point in turn. Next, the 3D direction of each binocular view line (vi , vi ) (i =
0, · · · , 8) is measured (Figure 6) by the EMR-8. These values are derived from
the following equations:
Xi = a0 + a1 ui + a2 vi + a3 u2i + a4 ui vi + a5 vi2 ,
Yi = b0 + b1 ui + b2 vi +

b3 u2i

+ b4 ui vi +

b5 vi2 ,

(4)
(5)
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Fig. 7. Sheet with 4 markers

Fig. 8. Captured image of the sheet and the
robot

where ai , bi (i = 0, · · · , 5) are unknown constants. These simultaneous equations
are solved to calculate ai , bi . After ai , bi are obtained, the EMR-8 is able to
correctly overlay the view direction onto the camera image.
3.3

Robot Settings

In this system, a 2D square marker has to be put on every robot.2 This system
detects the marker in the camera images and by then estimates the position and
orientation of the robot. As the 2D marker can be placed anywhere on the robot,
every marker is at a unique position and orientation in the robot coordinate. We
therefore have to obtain the position and orientation of every marker of every robot.
We next prepare a sheet on which 4 square markers and 2 crossing lines are
printed, as shown in Figure 7. We place the robot at the intersection of the lines
on the sheet; this is the origin of the robot coordinate, which corresponds to
the position of the robot. The lines represent the xr and yr axes of the robot
coordinate system. We deﬁne xr as the orientation of the robot, and we direct
the robot’s face along it. The zr axis is deﬁned as the line perpendicular to the
xr -yr plane, and the robot usually stands along the zr axis.
We direct the camera to the robot on the sheet so that the camera image
should capture not only the 4 markers but also the marker on the robot. Figure
8 is a camera image of this situation. As the positions and orientations of the
markers are estimated by their appearance, we can obtain a matrix QCR that
consists of a rotation matrix RCR and a translation vector tCR , which transforms the camera coordinate (xc , yc , zc ) to the robot coordinate (xr , yr , zr ) by
the following equation:
2

We can use more markers if the markers are too small to estimate the position and
orientation precisely, or if the camera often fails to observe the marker because it is
badly positioned or oriented. When we use more than one marker for a robot, we need
to estimate the positions and orientations of each one.
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⎛

⎛ ⎞
⎞
xr
xc
⎜ yr ⎟
⎜ yc ⎟
⎜ ⎟ = QCR ⎜ ⎟ ,
⎝ zr ⎠
⎝ zc ⎠
1
1


RCR tCR
QCR =
.
0T 1

(6)

Some of the 4 markers may be undetectable because of occlusion by the robot
(for example, marker “B” is occluded in Figure 8). Even in such cases, we can
still estimate the transformation matrix QCR using the other detectable markers.
Next, in the same way, by the appearance of the marker on the robot we can also
obtain the transformation matrix QCM that transforms the camera coordinate
(xc , yc , zc ) to the marker coordinate (xm , ym , zm ) by the following equation:
⎛ ⎞
⎛
⎞
xc
xm
⎜ yc ⎟
⎜ ym ⎟
⎜ ⎟
⎜
⎟
(7)
⎝ zm ⎠ = QCM ⎝ zc ⎠ .
1
1
By Equation (6) and (7), the following equation is obtained:
⎛ ⎞
⎞
⎛
xr
xm
⎜ yr ⎟
⎟
⎜
⎜ ⎟ = QMR ⎜ ym ⎟ ,
⎝ zr ⎠
⎝ zm ⎠
1
1
where

QMR = QCR Q−1
CM

(8)

(9)

is the matrix that transforms the marker coordinate (xm , ym , zm ) to the robot
coordinate (xr , yr , zr ). Because the marker is ﬁxed on the robot, this transformation matrix QMR is constant. The system stores QMR for every marker.
We note that the design of each marker should be diﬀerent, because the
marker is used not only for estimation of the position and orientation but also
for identiﬁcation of the robot.3

4

Estimation of Robot Position and Gazed Position

When we operate the robot, the system works by estimating the information in
the order shown below.
4.1

Marker’s Position and Orientation

The system cannot work without the information of the robot’s position and
orientation. We orient the camera so that the camera can observe the marker on
3

If a robot has multiple markers, each of its markers has to be diﬀerent.
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the robot. By the method described in Section3.3, we can estimate the position
and orientation of the marker as a matrix PMC that transforms the marker
coordinate (xm , ym , zm ) to the camera coordinate (xc , yc , zc ):
⎛ ⎞
⎞
⎛
xc
xm
⎜ yc ⎟
⎟
⎜
⎜ ⎟ = PMC ⎜ ym ⎟ .
(10)
⎝ zc ⎠
⎝ zm ⎠
1
1
4.2

Robot Coordinate System

By Equations (8) and (10), we obtain the following equation:
⎛ ⎞
⎛ ⎞
xc
xr
⎜ yc ⎟
⎜ yr ⎟
⎜ ⎟ = PCR ⎜ ⎟ ,
⎝ zc ⎠
⎝ zr ⎠
1
1
where

−1
PCR = QMR PMC
.

(11)

(12)

As the QMR is constant and PMC has been obtained, we can obtain the transformation matrix PCR between the camera coordinate and the robot coordinate.
As shown in Equation (13), PCR consists of a rotation matrix RCR and a
translation vector tCR , which are the orientation and position of the camera in
the robot coordinate respectively:


RCR tCR
PCR =
.
(13)
0T 1
4.3

Gazed Position in Robot Coordinate System

Using the EMR-8, we can obtain the gazed position on the camera image. This
position indicates a line l corresponding to the user’s gaze direction. We assume
that the user looks at positions not above the ﬂoor but only at positions on the
ﬂoor that the robot moves on. Considering the deﬁnition of the robot coordinate
in Section.3.3, the ﬂoor corresponds to the xr -yr plane. The gazed position can
thus be calculated as the intersection of the line l and the xr -yr plane. By
Equation (4) and (11), we can obtain the following equation:
⎛ (gazed) ⎞
⎛
⎞
xr
(gazed)
λX
⎜ (gazed) ⎟
⎜
⎟
y
−1
⎝ λY (gazed) ⎠ = APCR
(14)
⎜ r(gazed) ⎟ ,
⎝ zr
⎠
λ
1
where (X (gazed) , Y (gazed) ) denotes the gazed position on the camera image that
(gazed) (gazed) (gazed)
can be obtained by the EMR-8, and (xr
, yr
, zr
) denotes the gazed
(gazed)
position. As the gazed position is on the xr -yr plane, zr
must be 0. With this
(gazed) (gazed)
equation, we can calculate (xr
, yr
), which corresponds to the relative
gazed position from the robot.
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Fig. 9. Position estimation of robot, camera, ﬂoor and gazed position

4.4

Estimation Results

Figure 9 shows the virtual 3D space generated from the estimation results. The
robot is at the center on the ﬂoor, and the camera and the gazed positions move
in space corresponding to their positions in the real world.

5
5.1

Implementation of Robot Navigation System
Implementation Environment

We implemented the robot navigation system using a Windows 2000 PC with
an Intel Pentium4 2.8GHz CPU and 1024MB memory. ARToolKit [8] helps the
system to detect markers from camera images and to estimate 3D position and
orientation in real time, and OpenGL [9] is used to annotate virtual objects on
the display images. We also use the user’s voice, which is desirable for selecting
and conveying the action of the robot. For voice recognition, we utilize Julius
[10], a well-known recognition engine for Japanese.
5.2

Diagram of Robot Navigation System

We show the state transition diagram of the system in Figure 10. There are 5
states (A). . .(E) in the diagram.
At the beginning, the current state is (A). Here, the system searches for
markers in the camera image, and if a marker is detected it estimates the robot
coordinate and identiﬁes the robot by the marker. The user can see a torus at
the gazed position on the ﬂoor and a red cone above the robot, which means that
the robot is detected but not selected. The display image is shown in Figure 11.
If the user says “KORE” (“this one” in Japanese) while gazing at the robot,
the current state turns to (B). In (B), the user has selected a robot to operate.
Here the user can still see the torus at the gazed position and the cone above
the robot turns blue, which means that this robot is now selected. The user
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Fig. 10. State transition diagram of the system

Fig. 11. Display image in State (A)

Fig. 12. Display image in State (B)

can also see the distance (= x2r + yr2 ) and the angle (= tan−1 xyrr ) above the
torus, which are calculated in Section4.3, as shown in Figure 12. If the user says
“YAME” (means “cancel”) the current state returns to (A).
Next, if the user says “KOKO” (“here”), the current state turns to (C). The
system regards the gazed position (xr , yr ) as the destination of the robot and
sends an operation message “rotate by tan−1 xyrr ” and “go straight x2r + yr2 ”
to it. After sending it, the current state returns to (B).
The transition between states above is the fundamental behavior of the system. It provides simple and intuitive operation of the robot. However, it has the
disadvantage that the robot can move only in a restricted area by one operation
because the gazed position can be estimated only when the camera captures
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both the robot and the gazed position. Here we prepare a diﬀerent transition
path (B)-(D)-(E) in the diagram to overcome this disadvantage.
To make the current state switch from (B) to (D), the user says “KOTCHI”
(“this direction”). In (D), the system regards the gazed position (xr , yr ) not as
the destination itself but as the direction of the destination. The system sends
an operation message “rotate by tan−1 xyrr ” to the robot. After sending it, the
current state turns to (E), where the system waits for information about the
distance to go straight. When the user says the distance, for example “ar ”, the
system sends an operation message “go straight ar ” to the robot. After sending,
the current state returns to (B).
In the diagram there are also other paths for canceling. Using these paths,
the system can continue to work without stopping.

6

Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented a novel wearable system for robot navigation on
a ﬂoor. The user can operate multiple robots very intuitively, because he/she can
select a robot to operate and specify its destination on the ﬂoor by only his/her
gazing. This system has the further advantage that we can use it anywhere
on a ﬂat ﬂoor, because the positions and orientations of robots and the gazed
positions are estimated only by information from a wearable headset.
Future work will include improvements to the system, including introduction of a better HMD and vocabulary addition of voice commands. Evaluation
of its usability will also be included. Moreover, quantitative evaluation of the
estimation accuracy of position and orientation is another important topic.
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